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May 13 2016

ADDENDUfUI ADDENOUI$ ADDENDUi'

Addendum #1 on Bid # 4695 - Medical Equipment, making the following corrections and
clarifications:

QUESTION: Do you have estimated annual usage of these products?

RESPONSE: Quantities vary from year to year. Anderson County EMS records
approximately 20,000 responses per year.

QUESTION: You have adult dfib pads listed on the bid 3 times. Does this mean you
have 3 different manufacturers?

RESPONSE: That was a typo.

QUESTION: Can I get an approximate quantity?

RESPONSE: Quantities vary from year to year. Anderson County EMS records
approximately 20,000 responses per year.

QUESTION: Can you please give me information regarding:

o Estimated annual volume usage in cases of each battery size?
RESPONSE: We cannot.

. Estimated frequency of delivery/shipment of battery items? Bulk sized
shipments two or three times annually? Quarterly shipments? Monthly
shipments expected? Etc.
RESPONSE: We order as needed, usually small quantities.

. Do you have a strong preference for Energizer/Duracell? Most medlcal
facilities require either Energizer or Duracell in my experience, but some
consider alternatives such as Rayovac.
RESPONSE: Prefer Energizer/Duracell.

QUESTION: Please clarify the following items:

. Strap 9'Seat Belt Straps - ls this Disposable or Reusable? What type of Buckle?
ls this a one piece Strap?



RESPONSE: One piece reusable.

. Cervical Collars Are these one piece collars, or adjustable collars?
RESPONSE: They are both one piece and adjustable in the same device.

o Defibrillation Pads, need more information.
RESPONSE: Must be compatible with Zoll E series cardiac monitors.

o Disposable Thermometer covers, for what type of thermometer?
RESPONSE: Tympanic and Welch Oral/rectal thermometer.

. Elec{rodes, need product codes.
RESPONSE: Compatible with Zoll E series cardiac monitor.

o Portable o2 Regulators, need more information, description.
RESPONSE: Delete this item; they are no longer in use.

. S'speed clip straps, reusable or disposable, metal or plastic?
RESPONSE: Reusable, metal.

. 123A Battery, more information needed.
RESPONSE: ls used in some AEDs, it is typically used for cameras.

o 2032 9volt battery more information needed.
RESPONSE: Delete "9volt' should just be 2032 battery, is used in glucometers.

o EKG Electrodes 30 pak, more information needed.
RESPONSE: Compatible with Zoll E series cardiac monitor.

lf you have any questions, please feel free to give me a call at (865) 457$218.

Sincerely,

dU+/ W--
Hazel Gibson
lnterim Purchasing Agent
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